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next in-line  
autoMated WHite 
ligHt SySteMS
White light measurement technology from Hexagon Metrology uses rapid-
exposure digital stereo vision technology to transform 2d and 3d images 
into highly accurate dimensional data. 
leading-edge technology – designed and tested for fast processes and 
sustainable efficiency.

Hexagon Metrology WlS400a for quality iterations during tryout, 
production ramp up, quality assurance and dimensional process control. 
the white light measuring system Hexagon Metrology WlS400a is a 
flexible solution for real-time shop floor metrology. it acquires rich 
dimensional information from measured objects regardless of size, 
complexity or geometric features. this turnkey solution overcomes 
demanding environmental conditions such as vibrations, temperature and 
illumination changes and is applicable with all common industrial robots.
the Hexagon Metrology WlS400a system offers tight integration to cell 
automation and control devices such as sliders, rotary tables and flexible 
holding fixtures.  

integrating advanced optical measurement technologies with proven 
automation technologies provides manufacturers a highly flexible and 
cost-efficient system that enriches shop floor metrology to support 
critical business objectives.
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FaSt 3d MeaSureMentS.  
reliable SHop Floor  
operation.  
HigH tHrougHput.
Hexagon Metrology WlS400a is designed to ensure highly reliable 
measurements without compromising on measurement throughput, 
flexibility and ease of use critical for recurring operations. 

  large area coverage in single shot (500 x 500 mm)
  Sufficient working distance – no supervision necessary
  allows planning and programming of detailed measurement 

programs 
  Measures full surfaces, geometric features and edges 
  provides intuitive color map based deviations analysis 
  Fully integrated to an industrial cell using common robots
  no need for spraying the object in most metrology applications
  digital communication unaffected by industrial conditions
  offers real time processing of measurement results 
  integrated support for control and safety features 
  generates and distributes measurement results and reports
  produces high quality 3d model outputs 
  data interfaces to SpC software systems
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WHen HigHer 
quality MeanS 
loWer CoStS.

Compared to traditional measurement methods,  

Hexagon Metrology WlS400a offers:
  up to 50% savings in checking fixtures costs 
  lower sampling per tryout event 
  reduced metrology data interpretation effort
  Change of inspection points without tooling investment
  reduced number of special studies and lay-out panels
  reduced number of physical builds using virtual assembly 

studies
  Minimum scrap costs during line tune-in and ramp up
  Higher system throughput  
  Significant reduction of labour costs
  quick return on investment
  overall lower cost of quality 
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turnkey and aWaiting  
your Work pieCeS. 
WlS400a at a glanCe.

1 Hexagon Metrology WlS400 optical head 
 3 digital cameras designed for industrial use
2  Flexible holding fixtures  

Supporting multiple part types
3 Status indicator 
4  operational control station:  

running software  
intuitive graphical user interface

5 emergency stop button  
6 Safety sensors and fencing
7  Calibration block  

quick & automated calibration process
8 temperature compensation object
9  industrial robot  

Common low payload robots

additional optional items
  robot slider
  turn table & lift 
  robot controller 
  reporting stations 
  assisting robot handling measured objects 
  rFid reader automatically identifying fixture / part type
  Customer requested customizations
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neW CHallengeS Wanted.  
applying WlS400a

automotive closure assembly launch
  Fully automated and user independent measurements of 

all closures types (hood, doors, tail gate / lift gate, etc.) from 
different vehicle programs

  Measures full surface, features and edges on fully 
assembled closures or sub assemblies to analyze the 
impact of assembly process changes

Sheet metal stamping tryout 
  automatically measures numerous different stamping 

parts providing comprehensive real-time dimensional 
analysis 

  analyzes multiple part measurements using advanced 
Visual SpC tools to ensure dimensional stability while 
ramping up to full speed production

Hydro-forming part development & tryout 
  Measuring small underbody / suspension parts and 

assemblies compared to Cad or a virtual master part 
  providing high throughput measurements with large data 

sets for trending part stability
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Verification of incoming parts 
  analyze deviations and identifies potential assembly 

problems in matching and mating parts before reaching 
the assembly line

  decrease the overall cost of quality and ensure better 
supplier accountability

Streamlined part approval for production process 
  Multiple measurement program set-up for each part 
  automatic upload of multiple measurement results to a 

central server and immediate availability to engineers and 
program managers

engine cradle process control 
  assists in equalizing comparable assembly tools & 

stations to produce identical assemblies
  Helps avoid shipment of “out of Spec” cradles to assembly 

plants with all common industrial robots.
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eVery proCeSS end  
iS a proCeSS Start. 
analySiS and report  
generation.

automatic generation of predefined reports without 
operator intervention. 

Cross-section analysis including measured dimensions 
and deviations from design.

Comprehensive 3d surface and features deviation analysis.

allows multiples measurement results to be stored for 
further analysis and reporting using integrated software 
functions.
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data collection and archiving on server.

detailed features and dimensions results compliance 
with gd&t.

analyze single or multiple measurements.

Full edge line deviation compared to design intent (Cad).
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tHougHt-out SoFtWare. 
HarneSSing WHite 
ligHt’S Full potential.
CoreView plan 
dedicated software tool used for accelerating tasks of 
planning, defining and preparing comprehensive dimensional 
measurement programs for Hexagon Metrology white light 
systems.  

CoreView pro
powerful software offering easy-to-use tools for dimensional 
measurement analysis, reporting and collaboration.

CoreView Master part
unique software tool that allows generating virtual master 
part benchmarks from multiple measurement results. used 
for conducting future comparisons vs. actual dimensional 
conditions and driving focused quality efforts using functional 
build methodology.    

CoreView lite 
Free results viewer for cross company / supply chain 
collaboration and quality improvements.

CoreView teach / aM
the software that operates the Hexagon Metrology WlS400a 
system from programming a new part through approval for 
automated measurement to recurring 3d inspections runs by 
shop floor / quality operators.

CoreView analysis
allows offline analysis, report generation, virtual assembly 
studies and more based of a full dimensional data set which 
Hexagon Metrology white light systems generate.
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SenSorS preCiSion MeaSuring 
inStruMentS

SoFtWare SolutionS

ultra HigH aCCuraCy CMMSWHite ligHt SCannerSMultiSenSor & optiCal SySteMSgantry CMMS

laSer traCkerS 
& StationS

portable MeaSuring arMS bridge CMMS Horizontal arM CMMS 
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All rights reserved. Due to continuing product development, 
Hexagon Metrology reserves the right to change product 
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Hexagon Metrology is part of Hexagon (nordic exchange: 
Hexa b). Hexagon is a leading global provider of design, 
measurement and visualisation technologies that enable 
customers to design, measure and position objects, and 
process and present data. 

learn more at www.hexagon.com 

Hexagon Metrology offers a comprehensive range of products 
and services for all industrial metrology applications in sectors 
such as automotive, aerospace, energy and medical. We sup-
port our customers with actionable measurement information 
along the complete life cycle of a product – from development 
and design to production, assembly and final inspection. 

With more than 20 production facilities and 70 precision 
Centers for service and demonstrations, and a network of over 
100 distribution partners on five continents, we empower our 
customers to fully control their manufacturing processes, 
enhancing the quality of products and increasing efficiency 
in manufacturing plants around the world. 

For more information, visit www.hexagonmetrology.com
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